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Chapter
1

“Professor Robert Johnson?”
I turned to see a woman in an expensive business suit standing in the 

doorway of my office. Her tone if not official was at least authoritarian. I 
could imagine people jumping to attention and saying “Yes, ma’am.”

I slowly got to my feet and with a big smile said, “Yes, I am.”
She didn’t say anything for a few beats and then responded. “May I 

come in and have a word with you?”
I held out my hand and said, “Please call me Rob.” 
She shook it in a polite, businesslike manner. “I’m Lois Stone, a tech-

nical administrator at Falone Advanced Technologies.” She handed me a 
card. 

“Your card says Chief Technology Officer and Senior Vice President. 
It also says PhD.”

“That is my official title, Professor Johnson. May I have a seat?”
“Rob. Please make yourself at home.” I suspected she wasn’t the make 

yourself at home type. “What can I do for you?”  
She looked at me in a penetrating and evaluating way. I wasn’t sure I 

liked it.
“Mr. Walter Falone of Falone Advanced Technologies asked me to 

bring this letter to you. He felt it would be better received if I brought it to 
you in person.”

“Why would that be?”
“So you would take it more seriously.”
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“So it is a serious letter then?”
“Professor Johnson.”
“Just call me Rob.”
“ROB. I’m taking considerable time out of my rather busy schedule to 

fly to Ithaca because Mr. Falone believes you should give the offer con-
tained in this letter serious consideration.”

“May I ask what kind of offer it is?”
“Mr. Falone would like to engage your services and the services of one 

of your PhD students.”
“Dr. Stone.” I assumed she didn’t want me calling her Lois. “I know 

very little about Falone Advanced Technologies and less about Walter Fa-
lone. Some kind of advanced remote sensing and monitoring for oil explo-
ration, mining, nuclear power plants, stuff like that. I’m an archaeologist.”

“We are well aware of your area of study. Mr. Falone feels your exper-
tise could be helpful.”

I seemed to hear in her tone “expertise such as it is.” I asked her, “Do 
you agree?”

“This is not a project that I’m directly involved in. However, you would 
probably fit right in.”

That seemed pretty noncommittal, definitely not a ringing endorse-
ment.

“Please read the letter from Mr. Falone. He would like to fly you and 
Ms. Summers to meet with him in Houston on February 20th returning the 
next day. That is during Presidents’ Week and there are no classes.”

Ms. Summers, so that was the student she was talking about. Inter-
esting. I said, “We wouldn’t want to miss class, would we? I assume Mr. 
Falone has a nice jet.” Then I said nothing.

“Professor Johnson, whichever jet Mr. Falone decides to send to pick 
you up, I’m sure you will find it adequate. I sense a somewhat flippant at-
titude on your part. I urge you to seriously consider Mr. Falone’s offer. At 
the very least meet with him in Houston; you will find it most interesting. 
Mr. Falone is many things but boring is not one of them. I have a great deal 
to do back in Houston. Here is Mr. Falone’s letter. Good day, Professor 
Johnson.”

“Rob,” I said to her back as she walked out.
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Somehow I didn’t feel I was Dr. Stone’s type. I put on a clean shirt this 
morning. Maybe I should have shaved.
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Chapter
2

Abbey Summers walked into my office and dropped into a chair. She was 
by far the brightest PhD student I’ve had the privilege to work with. She 
was not only smart, and hardworking, but she also had an upbeat quick wit.

“What’s up, Prof?”
“Abbey, do you want to go to Texas?”
“Sure. I’ve never been to Texas. Why?”
“Someone wants to hire us.”
“To do what, Prof?”
“Something of an archaeological nature.”
“Who, where, when, and are they going to pay us?”
“Let’s start with your last question and work backwards. He wants to 

pay you more than I make here at Cornell as a full professor and me about 
twice that. The when is, fly to Houston February 20th for a meeting and 
start full time June 1 for 14 or so months. Do research here between Feb-
ruary and June as our schedules permit. The where, is in South America. 
As for who, that is what you are going to find out and tell me… Mr. Wal-
ter Falone of Falone Advanced Technologies. Also Dr. Lois Stone, Chief 
Technology Officer for the firm, find out all you can in the next few days. 
The jet arrives for us next week.”

“Prof, like a private jet? For real? And he wants to pay us. How much 
do full professors make anyway?”

“More than your graduate stipend. Now get to work. I have a class to 
teach.”
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Chapter 
3 

Abbey walked into my office.
“What is that five-inch file under your arm?” I asked her. 
“The info on Falone. You know how professors like voluminous works. 

Every good student knows to pad research reports with marginally related 
stuff. Do you want to know what I found out?”

“He started in a garage, right?”
“No, Prof.”
“Well, Abbey H-P, Apple, Amazon, and even the Wright brothers start-

ed in a garage.”
“Falone didn’t start in a garage, Prof. Do you want to hear what I re-

searched?”
“Give me the Cliffs Notes version.”
“Walter Falone graduated from Cornell in 1982 in geology. He went 

into a PhD program at the Colorado School of Mines in an interdisciplin-
ary degree program. After about two and a half years he seems to have 
dropped out. Next he is in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. 

Did you know there are over 345 mining supply and service compa-
nies in Sudbury? Also some research and development firms working on 
high-tech mining technologies such as Mining Innovation Rehabilitation 
and Applied Research Corporation (MIRARCO), the Northern Centre 
for Advanced Technology (NORCAT), and the Centre for Excellence in 
Mining Innovation (CEMI)… He takes a job at MIRARCO in the EVO 
division. Prof, do you know what that is?”
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“Abbey, I bet you can tell me.”
“Enhanced Visualization and Optimization. Falone leaves there in less 

than two years and joins a small, almost-broke gold mining exploration 
company, Socrates Gold Corp. It owns mining rights to several sites in 
northern Ontario and Argentina but no commercially viable finds. Falone 
cuts a deal to work for them for almost no pay but for stock and stock op-
tions. This company is trading for less than two cents a share. He borrows 
money from his grandmother and buys as many shares as he can on the 
open market.”

“Abbey, how could you possibly find out he borrowed money from his 
grandmother over 25 years ago?”

“Oh, I made that part up. I wanted to see if you were still listening. 
Well, guess what?”

“They find gold, right, Abbey?” 
“No, they find palladium, lots of it. It turns out the exploration company 

was sitting on a different type of gold mine and didn’t even know it. The 
stock goes from pennies to dollars and then is bought out by a major mining 
concern. It seems Falone made somewhere between $80 and $120 million.”

“Canadian or US?”
“What?”
“Abbey, $80 to $120 million in Canadian or US dollars?
“Prof, who cares?”
“I just want to show you I’m listening.”
“Probably Canadian. Do you want me to check the exchange rate back 

then?”
“No, Abbey, please go on, you’re doing great.”
“About this time patent filings and copyright registrations start showing 

up in Falone’s name. He seems to have taken what he learned at the Colo-
rado School of Mines and MIRARCO to a new level, combining available 
site data not only with search engine capabilities that scour all available 
data basis but adding a layer of artificial intelligence… Prof, is this too 
general? I’ve got a lot more technical details and references.”

“Abbey, this is fine. Keep going.”
“Next Falone goes to Calgary, it seems he wants to try his system for 

oil and gas exploration. However, now he sets up his own company, Falone 
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Advanced Technologies. He has no track record in oil and gas exploration 
so he finds Suncor Oil & Gas Corp. The company is engaged in the process 
of exploring its oil and gas properties which are over 100,000 acres near 
Hamburg, Alberta.

“Again, this company’s stock is trading for pennies and they pay for his 
services with stock. Well, Prof, he finds oil and makes another bundle.

“He moves his whole operation to Houston. He only has a few employ-
ees at this point. But I guess he feels he’s ready to play in the big leagues. 
Today he has over 4,000 employees worldwide. Mostly highly educated sci-
entists and engineers. Houston is the headquarters location. He has major 
offices in Sudbury, Ontario, and Peru. The other offices are mostly field 
and client support offices.”

“Abbey, Peru is in South America.”
“Very good. You must be a tenured Cornell professor. Peru is the 

world’s largest silver producer, third largest in bismuth, copper, tin, and 
zinc, fourth largest in arsenic trioxide, lead, molybdenum, and rhenium, 
and fifth largest in gold… So a very good place for Falone Advanced Tech-
nologies to have a major operation for the mining division. Peru also has 
archaeology, lots of it.” 

“Tell me what you have found out about Walter Falone the man.”
“Walter Edward Falone, born 1960, Dayton, Ohio. Only child. His fa-

ther was a medical doctor, now deceased, mother taught school, she is now 
living in Florida. Falone was married in 1986 to Jane Everson Falone. She 
died of breast cancer in 2001. They had two daughters, one is a pediatri-
cian in Seattle and the other a private school principal just outside Dallas, 
both married. Other than the mother’s death, it seems like a well-adjusted 
family.”

“Abbey, what about Falone himself?”
“The family always seemed to keep a low profile. No Hollywood style 

parties or big flashy things you see some of the ultra-rich doing. After the 
death of his wife Walter seems to have become even more reserved, no 
more articles about him attending industry conventions or big fundraisers. 
He seems to have his daughters and their families to his ranches in Texas 
or Peru for most holidays. Not much else I can tell you on that front, Prof.”

“What about our good Dr. Lois Stone?”
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“Dr. Lois Stone, born 1981, Boston, Mass. Graduated from Brown 
University with honors in computer science. Went to Cal Tech and got her 
PhD in artificial intelligence. She did postdoc work at Stanford. Published 
a bunch of papers along the way. Worked for Google for a couple of years 
and then went to Falone Advanced Technologies.”

“Chief Technology Officer and Senior VP at a place like Falone Ad-
vanced Technologies in her early thirties. Quite an accomplishment.”

“Prof, she seems like a real grind. There doesn’t appear to be much to 
her besides work.”

“Well, Abbey, good work. Put the file on the shelf over there.”
“You mean next to the dusty pile of technical journals you never read?”
“Yup, I think there is room.”



Cessna 525 Citation Jet (Note 2)
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Chapter 
47

The blimp had already gone when I went up to the airfield. However two 
large tractor-trailer trucks and several other vehicles had arrived. I went 
into the hangar and in the back corner near the office area where men 
were installing equipment.

First I checked on the dive team and sent Mike and Fred the latest 
data. Next I powered up the camera on the blimp. The blimp was flying up 
Peru Highway 1. This road is the Peruvian portion of the Pan-American 
Highway. I panned the camera west and I could see the ocean and to the 
east were the foothills of the Andes.

I spoke into the microphone. “Anybody home?”
Peter Frank said, “Good morning, Professor. The view is beautiful up 

here.”
I said, “I have the video camera on and it is quite a view. Is everything 

going smoothly?”
“Just fine. We will keep testing the equipment on the way, but it all 

seems to be working. I’ll try transmitting the test data to you a little later.”
“That sounds good, Peter. I’ll let you get back to work.” I powered off 

the audio and video feeds. 
I went out to see Ned. “I was just playing with the video and audio feeds 

to the blimp. They seem to be working great. Is that the Israeli army we 
have setting up out in the hangar?”

Ned didn’t answer me. I kept looking at him. Finally he said, “I know 
Walter told us to keep you in the loop. Officially these are all employees of 
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Elbit Systems Ltd. That is an Israeli defense electronics manufacturer and 
integrator. They also produce a line of drones. Elbit Systems and Falone 
Advanced Technologies are preforming joint testing of remote sensing 
equipment. The flight testing with the drones has been approved by both 
the Peruvian Ministries of Defense and Interior.

“What they will be assembling shortly in the hangar is a Hermes 450 
drone designed for tactical long-endurance missions.”

“Is it better that than our drone?”
“In many ways the Heron drone we have is much better. The Hermes 

only has 20 hours of flight endurance. But some of the Hermes 450 have been 
modified and equipped with two of the Israeli version of the Hellfire missile. 
So we use our Heron drone that has 52 hours of flight endurance to find Ro-
dríguez and the Hermes 450 to blast him to hell. Pretty cool plan, Professor.”

I thought there had to be a little more to it than that. I said, “Can your 
bug tell us where Rodríguez is?”

He said, “The bugged laptop belongs to one of Rodríguez’s aides, I 
think. So Rodríguez may or may not be in that location. They are pretty 
careful about when they go online, so it is of limited help. My guess is the 
US State Department or DEA will give the Peruvian government info on 
where Rodríguez might be under some kind of inter-government sharing 
of information. Rodríguez operates in Peru so the information sharing is 
routine business. The Peruvians give it to us and we get our man. The US 
has no official role. That’s the way I see it going down. Then you’re no 
longer worth $250,000 dead, Professor, and we can get back to normal.”

I thought of something else. “Doesn’t our drone only have a range of 
about 200 miles even though it can stay up 52 hours? How is that going to 
work?”

Ned said. “That’s why we have two tractor trailer trucks. We get the 
drones all ready, then remove the wings and load them on the trucks. They 
will go with the ground service crew to a Peruvian military base up close to 
the border with Ecuador. The pilot’s station will be here. We hope to get 
the trucks on the road today. Like I said, pretty cool plan.”

“Ned, let’s hope we don’t start another war between Peru and Ecuador.”
He said, “The Peruvian Defense Minister doesn’t seem to like Ecuador 

much.”
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“Do you listen in on everybody’s conversation, Ned?”
“No, Professor, I don’t have time for that. Major Campbell has me way 

too busy.”
I just wanted my life back. I wanted to be up at the site working in 

the field not confined to the ranch. I went back out into the hangar. The 
Hermes 450 drone was already packed in the truck. The Heron drone was 
having its wings removed. I wondered what Walter had gotten for the Pe-
ruvians to get all this help. Probably some fancy Israeli military hardware. 
Maybe I’d go see if Fred had any new comics for me.

Instead I went to my office and started reviewing the data. I was curi-
ous about what might have caused the slower flow rate in the underground 
river. Mike had sent me a lot of info on earthquakes in Peru. So I started 
with that.

There’s lots of earthquake activity in Peru. It seemed like three or four 
a decade. The Peruvian coast is located near the interface between the 
Nazca and South American tectonic plates. The South American Plate is 
moving over the Nazca Plate at a rate of 3.0 inches per year. This process 
has caused earthquakes, the rise of the Andes mountain range, the cre-
ation of the Peru-Chile Trench, and volcanoes in the Peruvian highlands. 

Mike’s list of earthquakes started in 1586 and went up to last year. 
There were over 40 earthquakes listed. For the quakes from 1619 on he 
included the magnitude, coordinates of the epicenter, area affected, and 
the number of fatalities caused by the earthquake. I looked in the period of 
1960-70. Most of the earthquakes were either in southern Peru or near the 
coast on the other side of the Andes from our site. It was a totally differ-
ent watershed. I found one earthquake in the Amazonas and San Martín 
regions but it was in May of 1990. I put everything I found into an email to 
my hydraulics professor friend. Maybe he could make sense of it.

Next I started reviewing the bone data in detail. My routine for the next 
few days was go to the airfield after my morning swim, check on the divers 
and the blimp, and then go back to my office to study the bone data. 

Friday morning I was at the airfield. It had taken a couple of days to 
figure out how to get accurate readings from the blimp. They started over 
the areas of the cavern and underground river we had mapped. That way 
they could check the readings against our detailed map. Once they had 
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the calibration and technique down, they were going back and forth about 
a half-mile on each side of the underground river working their way up-
stream to the west. They hadn’t yet reached the point where the divers 
were currently mapping.

Our Heron drone had been flying into Ecuador for the last two days. 
The Hermes 450 drone was standing by at the northern military base ready 
to take off when needed. The Israelis with the control station here were a 
quiet group that kept to themselves. 

Abbey, Ned, and two others were out on the firing range with Sergeant 
Summers. They were doing long-range target practice. There was the slow 
but steady sound of rifle fire. Major Campbell came out of his office.

I said, “I see Sergeant Summers relented and let Ned take target prac-
tice with the rest of the group.”

He said, “I think Ned’s calling is more as a cyber warrior. He was com-
plaining about how much his shoulder hurt after target practice the other 
day. They are shooting the Remington model 700 that is the same gun as 
the US Marine M40 sniper rifle. It has a good kick to it.”

I said, “I haven’t heard Abbey complain about a sore shoulder.”
He said, “No, she is a tough and determined young lady.”
“You forgot smart, Major.”
He laughed and said, “That is a given around this place. Let’s go see 

how they are doing.”
We walked out. The target was way off in the distance. I said, “How far 

does that rifle shoot? I can hardly make out the target.”
Major Campbell said, “It has a maximum effective range of just over 

800 yards. They are practicing with targets at 600 yards now.”
Ned was rubbing his shoulder. Abbey was beginning to sight the rifle. 

Sergeant Summers had a telescope. He was acting as spotter and would 
report exactly where the target had been hit.

Then a shot rang out from our left and Major Campbell went down. I 
looked down at him.  He was bleeding. He reached out his right arm and 
pulled my feet out from under me while shouting to get down. I fell in a 
pile next to him as a second shot rang out and hit the dirt near me.

Again it was all fast and slow at the same time. I wondered if this was 
always the way it was when someone was trying to kill you.
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The two security men on the range drew their sidearms. One pushed 
Ned to the ground. Then both took up prone firing positions. Sergeant 
Summers scanned the tree line to our left. He said, “Abbey, your nine 
o’clock position, the second tree to the right.” She looked and then swung 
the rifle over in that direction.

Another shot rang out from the trees. It hit me in the same leg. I 
screamed and grabbed my leg. A strange thought went through my head. 
Was it better to be shot twice in the same leg or once in each leg?

I heard Abbey say, “Target acquired, Grandpa.”
The calm voice of her grandfather said, “Take the shot, Abbey.”
The Remington 700 discharged and a body fell out besides the second 

tree.
Security men rushed out of the hangar. Sergeant Summers said in a 

loud but calm voice, “Major Campbell and the Professor are hit. One 
shooter is down. We don’t know if there are more.”

Two men rushed over to us with medical kits. Sergeant Summers stud-
ied the tree line and Abbey used the riflescope to study the tree line. Lying 
in the dirt I saw the Israelis all had guns and had taken up defensive po-
sitions around the hangar. They put a tourniquet and bandage on my leg. 
They gave me something and I fainted or passed out.

I woke up in the infirmary. Abbey and her grandfather were sitting next 
to my bed. I didn’t feel any pain, just thirsty. I reach for the water on the 
bedside table. Took it, drank, and said, “How is Major Campbell?”

Abbey said, “He was taken by ambulance to the hospital in Lima. I ha-
ven’t really heard about his condition.”

Her grandfather said, “I’ll get the doctor. He wanted to see you as soon 
as you woke up.”

Abbey went on, “Major Campbell was shot in the chest or shoulder. I’m 
not sure but that was where they were putting bandages. How do you feel?”

“I don’t hurt. But I’m probably drugged up. Thank you for saving my 
life again.”

She sat quiet for a moment and then smiled. “I didn’t figure just giving 
you an apple, like most teacher’s pets do, would be enough.”

I was glad to see she was trying to make light of the situation. The doc-
tor came in.
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